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"Secrets of an Irresistible Woman is required reading for any woman who wants to know how to
capture a man’s heart for keeps—and enjoy a full life in the meantime...."Today's Christian
WomanNow with a brand-new cover, Secrets of an Irresistible Woman (more than 185,000
copies sold) can reach even more women with its time-tested strategies for living full, complete
lives and becoming more captivating. Michelle McKinney Hammond calls on Scripture, her own
experiences, and the wisdom of others to help every reader become the woman God created
her to be—beautiful, gracious, loving, and desirable. Women will discover...what true love really
looks likeways to enhance their natural beauty and strengthen weak areaswhat to look for and
what to avoid when datingIncludes an insightful study guide readers can use to better
understand themselves and how they relate to God and others.
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Witgal1, “This book!!!. For all the single ladies out there - before you accept another date from a
potential male keeper - read on... and women with children (little girls) this book is a definte
treasure to be handed down from generation to generation. The author realizes it's just not
enough to give advice on dating in the 20th century - 21st century women have to put on the
armor of GOD - because it's a battlefield out there and we must have the proper spiritual attire to
be successful at love. Who better to advise you about the intricasies of such an important
decison in your life other than the MASTER Planner Himself! - My GOD! Michelle Mckinney
Hammond is very much in touch. She quotes scripture (the word of GOD) to drive her
perspectives on dating home; tirelessly point by point. Wait a minute - GOD's perspective /His
plan after he created the first woman from Adam's rib. Here's to a divine awakening!! Cheers!!!!
Thank you for this eye-opening; super-rich experience!  Mwaahh!!”

K. Garwood, “A spa for the Spirit.. What makes a woman so ....you know....womanly. What
makes her attract every man, woman, child and animal within ten miles? Michelle McKinney
Hammond strikes again. To me, this book was what showed me how to plant positive seeds in
my character. It's like going to a beauty parlor for the Spirit. There is a study guide in the back. I
highly recommend that you keep a journal. The questions really make you evaluate who you are.
It also showed me harmful cycles of behavior and reviled hidden fears that I had. The principles
are great. Michelle stayed true to her "in your face" manor. It's so nice to have someone be so
straightforward in her message. This book is a great gift to any woman who wants to be known
for  who she was made to be and not everything she has ever done.”

godfreygirl143, “A MUST read for all women!!. This book helped me so much that I can't even
begin to put it in the right words....but I'm going to try. First, it's bible based. But, don't get
scared off by that. You do NOT have to BE a Christian to get a LOT out of this book. It will uplift
you SO much by showing you just how important you are, what you deserve as a woman, things
you should and should not accept from men and how you should and should not be
treated.....what YOU should accept. This is a wonderful book for EVERY woman....married,
single, dating, not dating.....EVERY woman. I got it from the library, but then bought it here
because I refer back to it OFTEN and have SO many Post-It notes marking pages and LOTS of
highlights in this book.  GREAT book for ALL women.”

JourneyWithBoys, “Met my Husband. No lie, while reading this book and met my husband and
knew he was the one because of how ironically well everything went. From minding my own
business to how a guy should treat you, it all just fell into place. Great book you'll find a keeper
with her help!”

Katherine, “Great Book. I received this book a few days later than the date that was set for the



book to arrive and boy was I glad to finally receive it.I've just started reading and already I like
this book, but then I've loved all the books written by Michelle Mckinnley Hammond, so it comes
as no surprise that I would love this one.She writes with a clarity that is both honest and sraight
to the point simple. She also writes with humour and that's one of the things I like about her.You
walk away from this book knowing the secrets of being an irresistable woman, the woman God
designed you to be.The only problem I had was that when I received the product, the book had
it's cover slashed as if by some sharp cutting object and I had to tape the cover and a couple of
the other pages inside the book together to hold them together.I know that Amazon has a 30 day
warranty if your not happy with product you could send it back, but I didn't really want to send
back the book as I had waited a really long time to receive it, but I'd like to warn other potential
shoppers that sometimes the product might come to you with a slashed cover.”

Wildflower, “Awesome even if you're not super religous!. I found this book in my archives after
cleaning house and attempting to clean my soul. I re-read the book at a time when I felt I
needed it the most. The author does a good job of breaking down the complications of dating,
how we sometimes go wrong, and what to do to keep your value, love yourself and allow others
to love you too. But you must know the rules first!I recommend this book to every woman who
has found herself dating, disappointed and looking up sperm banks! Some of us never learned
the basics and this is a good place to start. And despite all the reference to bible, I still think
most of us can relate, no matter what your spiritual status is. There's something in this book for
all of us!Enjoy!”

Chiscolico, “Well written and crafted book. I have always admired Michelle McKinney and then I
read this book and it really opened up a different perspective to being a strong woman and
acquiring and maintaining that irresistibility in the area of courtship and eventually marriage all
within a Godly perspective.”

Delly, “Timeless book - Loved it!. Very well written with a lot of relatable experiences. Loved the
humour - I cackled on most chapters. I appreciated the prayers after every chapter - can always
go back to them even when done reading.A great book to read, when you need a reality check,
time and time over!It was such a great book that I had to buy another 4 more for friends and
family.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The truth never lies!. This book has really been a blessing and an eye-
opener... it's really helpful especially for ladies with the best of intentions in dating and
relationships, but some how seem to get things wrong and read signals wrong. If you're tired of
making the same mistakes again and again especially with heart-matters, get this book and let
God show you how precious you are to Him and to the man He'll bless you with. You weren't
created to be trampled on. Let God show u how to love.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book, worth buying!. This is the first of her books I have read and I
will say I am impressed. This book will have you hooked. Amazingly written and good insight.
Become the irresistible you that you have yet to uncover & embrace ladies. Worth buying.”

Lizzie, “Secrets. Wow an absolutely amazing book. Before I even finished it i bought it for friends
and family. It reveals secrets and hidden truths. Well worth the read and the so many notes I
wrote.”

The book by Michelle McKinney Hammond has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 292 people have
provided feedback.
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